The aim of this paper is to obtain the best bound for the distance between the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix B and the real parts of eigenvalues of a matrix B + ¡A, where A is also Hermitian, in the terms of eigenvalues of A. A similar problem in infinite-dimensional Hubert space is also considered.
We shall show that the operator n B = i 2 sign(¿ -jXAej, ek)( ■ , e¡}ek kj=l satisfies the thesis of our lemma.
Since A = 2J««i<j4&, ek} < • , ej~)ek we see that the matrix of the operator Proof. By the theorem on triangular matrix form there exists an orthonormal basis {e,}" of H such that ((A + iB)ek, e¡} = 0 = ((A -iB)eJt ek) for k <j. This implies that /'(¿te,, ek} = <yle,, e¿> and i'<Äe\, e,> = -(Aek, e¡) for A: </. Since {A + iBek, ek) c o(A + iB) c R and A, B are self adjoint, (Bek, ek} =0. Hence B = 2,,*<5fc> eft>< • , «,>«* = -2,-* sign(./ -k)(Aej, ek>< ■ , ey>ek. Setting < ■ , e,)e,-= £, we may write fi = /2sign(A:-y)£^^, 
where we have set i 2y^ sign(A: -j)EjFEk = G. G is a selfadjoint operator. Let to, > «2 > • • • > w" be its eigenvalues. It is shown in [1] that
and that if ||£/|| *= 0 for all j then for j < [/i/2] 2*_, arg(wy. + i\\EJ\\2) = (2y -l)w/2. This means that^^^¿ arctgillVllV«,)
(^¿WHV^-arctg^, < arc tgj since the function arc tg is concave in the interval [0, oo] . Since tangent is an increasing function in [0, tt/2) we obtain the inequality tg((2/ -l)w/(2n)) < \/{na,), equivalent to
n ~ 2n
By continuity of eigenvalues (4) holds also when E}f = 0 for some j.
It follows from (3) that tr G = 0. Let fi > -\; then
Let x be the normalized eigenvector of G, Gxj = UjX,. Since G is selfadjoint {xj}" is an orthonormal basis for H. Thus, using Abel transformation, we may write tr AG = tr(^ + /i)G -2 <(-* + m)Gx,, *,-> = 2 «/(^ + /*)■*;> */> n -1 j n = 2 («, -w,+ i) 2 <(^ + iO*Ar> **>+«" 2 «z4 + /*)**> **>• (6)
The Ky-Fan lemma [2, Lemma II.4.1] and (5) Writing the just obtained inequality with -A instead of A we obtain by (3) the inequality -tr AG < 2,<o,.(-An+1_,) = 2yAyw,. This with (2), (3) and (4) Since Bn -B = P"(K -KPJ + (K -P"K)P" it follows from the compactness of K that \\Bn -B\\ -h» 0. Since A is compact too we see that \\C" -(B + iA)\\ -+ 0. The operators B", Cn are compact perturbations of B; therefore their essential spectra are identical. These facts and the perturbation theorems [6, Chapter IV, §3] imply that dist(o(B), o(Bn)) -» 0, dist(a(5 + iA), o(C")) -> 0.
Note further that a(Bn) = a((l -Pn)B\0_P)H) u a(PnB\PH), and o(C") = a((l -P")B\0_Pm)H) U a(Pn(B + iA)\PnH). Consequentíy, dist(o(B"), Re o(Cn)) < áist(a(P"B\PmH), Re a(P"(B + iA)\P¡>H))
